Pipeline Cathodic Protection
Engineering Solutions
Elsyca’s unique and comprehensive platform for expert modeling and simulation of the cathodic
protection of pipeline networks provides all tools to predict how a particular system will perform
even for the most complex situations. It can provide quantitative information on the CP levels
achieved and the lifetime of the system, thus reducing the risk of systems not meeting the design
goals and enabling future management of assets to be planned effectively.
Assuring safety & reliability, reducing costs over the service life of the pipeline and increasing
insight in CP engineering, the Elsyca CP engineering solutions, including site survey services as
well as design, validation & optimization services, ensure maximum pipeline integrity.
The use of the Elsyca technology helps identifying and
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resulting in optimizing pipeline integrity surveys.
The unique Elsyca technology also enables to determine how
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With the Elsyca technology, influences of rectifier current,
local coating defects, grounding of power lines, and DCtraction were investigated. Influence zones of rectifiers have
been determined and a rectifier shortcut was detected based
upon the simulations.
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• Geometries from Excel, DXF, GPS
• Multiple pipelines & power lines
• Local soil resistivity changes

Elsyca works with you to optimize the CP system of your
pipeline networks, resulting in safe and reliable transport of
products and optimal protection of your assets and the
environment.
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